What’s New with the Peers this Week!? 

Pannikin

Important Dates & Deadlines:
March 21st: Quarter ends
March 23rd: Deadline to file request for “Incomplete”
March 26th: Grades Posted
March 30th: First Day of Spring Classes

Located in the Village of La Jolla, Pannikin offers an array of items ranging from pastries to meals. Pannikin also offers a wide variety of beverages; yes, they have all kinds of coffees for a quick power up during while studying! Highly recommended by the Peers of Revelle Academic Advising, go check out the Pannikin!

---

Spring quarter is right around the quarter, which means it is time for round 2 of humanities.

Check out what the Peers think about some of the Humanities 2 Professors:

"Caciola is great because she has PowerPoints that outline her lectures. She even bolds the key terms you need to know for the final!" Andrew Trinidad

"I'm a big fan of Professor Chodorow! Since he comes from a history background, he's able to give a lot of exposition about the assigned readings which can be very interesting! Also, he gives you a final study guide and which will have your Final Exam questions on it" Cyrus Steele

"Professor O'Brien completely changed the way I look at the world. More than any other professor I've had at UCSD, he kept lecture interesting by involving students. And on the last day of class, he'll answer any question you ask about his life!" Soren Nelson

"Lyon is my favorite HUM professor because his lectures are clear and he thoroughly explains important concepts about the texts. He's also very engaging, humorous, and genuinely cares about his students." Michelle Shin